Mrs. Ski’s 5th Grade Lesson Plans
January 6-10, 2020
Science and Language Arts
2 Hour Delay Schedule Wednesday for Spelling Bee
Science Classes

ELA Classes
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Word Work

Sort 34
Sort and Discuss Roots
Pass Out Study Sheets

Brainstorm words with
script
Sort by Latin Root/Discuss

Quizlet Practice
Act It Out or Draw It Out

Quizlet Gravity

Quizlet Live

Writing
Workshop

Writers express
opinions in writing
about the characters in
a story and support
with evidence.

Writers express
opinions in writing
about the characters in
a story and support
with evidence.

Writers notice and write
about characters that have
predictable character traits
typical of traditional
literature and the
relationship between the
characters’ actions and
consequences.

Writers notice and write
about characters that have
predictable character traits
typical of traditional
literature and the
relationship between the
characters’ actions and
consequences.

Read Aloud:
Anansi and the
Moss Covered
Rock

Read Aloud:
Excerpt from
Charlotte’s Web

Writers sometimes write a
multi-paragraph essay in
response to a prompt by
thinking deeply about what
is being asked, and then
writing down their initial
thoughts as quickly as
possible to create a rough
draft.

Mentor Texts:
Charlotte’s Web and
Anansi and the
Moss Covered Rock

Write a summary
of this story that
includes Anansi’s
character traits,
actions,
consequences,
and a life lesson
you think the
author is trying to
convey.

Write a summary
of this excerpt
that includes
Charlotte’s
character traits,
actions,
consequences,
and a life lesson
you think the
author is trying to
convey.

Mentor Texts:
Charlotte’s Web and
Anansi and the
Moss Covered Rock
Why do you think
the authors both
chose spiders?

Writing About
Reading: Focus
on a multiparagraph
response
comparing
characters
from two texts
of different
genres.

Share

Mentor Texts:
Charlotte’s Web and
Anansi and the
Moss Covered Rock
Both authors used
spiders with distinct
character traits that
convey strong
messages. Write
about how the
spiders in both
Charlotte’s Web and
Anansi contribute to
important life
lessons.
Share

Share

Write a multi-paragraph
response in which you
analyze how both authors
used spiders as main
characters who contribute
to important life lessons.
Include the character traits
of both Anansi and
Charlotte and actions that
support your thinking.

Share

Continue Writing
and Conferencing
Share

